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ABSTRACT

This study investigates how pycnocline smoothing and subgrid-scale variability of density profiles influence

the determination of the mixed layer depth (MLD) in the global ocean, and applies the results of analysis to

assess the ability of ocean general circulation models (OGCM) to simulate the MLD. For this purpose, in-

dividual, monthly mean, and climatological profiles are analyzed over a horizontal resolution of 18 3 18 for
both observation data (Argo) and eddy-resolving OGCM (OFES) results. It is found that the MLDs from

averaged profiles are generally smaller than those from individual profiles because of pycnocline smoothing

induced by the averaging process. A correlation is found between the decrease inMLDDh and the increase in
pycnocline thickness Dd of averaged profiles, except during winter in the high-latitude ocean. The relation is

estimated as Dh 52aDd2 b, where a ’ 0.7 in all cases, but b increases with the subgrid-scale variability of

density profiles. A correlation is also found between Dh and the standard deviation of the MLDwithin a grid.

The results are applied to estimate how much of the MLD bias of OFES is due to prediction error and how

much is due to profile error, induced by different pycnocline smoothing and the subgrid-scale variability of

density profiles. The study also shows how profile error varies with the threshold density difference criterion.

1. Introduction

The ocean mixed layer plays a critical role in the cli-

mate system by controlling the downward transports of

heat and momentum in the upper ocean and conse-

quently the sea surface temperature (SST). One of the

most important parameters characterizing the ocean

mixed layer is the mixed layer depth (MLD), which

measures how deep heat and momentum are trans-

ported down from the sea surface. Therefore, a large

number of studies have investigated the distribution and

variability of the MLD (Kara et al. 2003; de Boyer

Montégut et al. 2004; Carton et al. 2008; Noh and Lee

2008; Ohno et al. 2009; Thomson and Fine 2009; Hosoda

et al. 2010; Toyoda et al. 2017). Estimation of the heat

budget of the ocean mixed layer for understanding the

upper-ocean process also requires information on the

MLD (Qiu and Kelly 1993; Deser et al. 1996; Alexander

et al. 2000; Tomita et al. 2002; Vivier et al. 2002; Kang

et al. 2010; Lee et al. 2015). In particular, the pre-

dictability of theMLD is an important measure to assess

the performance of OGCMs (Sterl and Kattenberg

1994; Noh et al. 2002, 2016; Li et al. 2001; Oschlies 2002;

Kara et al. 2003; Gnanadesikan et al. 2006, Noh and Lee

2008; Griffies et al. 2009; Schiller and Ridgway 2013).

However, the MLD is not a variable that can be de-

termined unambiguously by any universal definition.

Although various methods have been suggested to cal-

culate the MLD, including the ones using the density

gradient (Thomson and Fine 2003; Lorbacher et al. 2006;

Holte and Talley 2009), the method based on the

threshold density difference from the sea surface is still

usedmost widely because of its simplicity and robustness.

Temperature is sometimes used instead of density. Var-

ious values are also used for the threshold density dif-

ference (Dsu) or temperature difference (DT) from the

sea surface. For example, Monterey and Levitus (1997)

usedDT5 0.58C andDsu5 0.125kgm23 in an analysis of

climatological profiles, and de Boyer Montégut et al.

(2004) used DT 5 0.28C and Dsu 5 0.03kgm23 in an

analysis of individual profiles.

The determination of the MLD is affected by the

characteristics of profile data, especially when the

threshold temperature or density difference criterion is

used. de Boyer Montégut et al. (2004) showed that the

MLD estimated from averaged profiles results in aCorresponding author: Yign Noh, noh@yonsei.ac.kr
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shallow bias of 25% compared to the MLD estimated

from individual profiles, because the thermocline of an

averaged profile tends to be more diffused and thus the

criterion of DT is reached at a shallower depth. As a

result of the spuriously diffused thermocline, the

comparison of two MLD data of different profile types

depends on the threshold temperature or density cri-

terion. Noh and Lee (2008) showed that when Dsu is

small (Dsu 5 0.02 kgm23), the underestimation of the

MLD from a climatological profile with the diffused

pycnocline should be taken into account in most re-

gions in the comparison of OGCM results and clima-

tological data. On the other hand, when Dsu is large

(Dsu 5 0.1 kgm23), the MLD from a climatological

profile with a diffused pycnocline can be over-

estimated, if the density difference across a pycnocline

is very small during winter in the high-latitude ocean.

The MLD can also be affected by the horizontal or

temporal scales, over which profiles are averaged

(Hosoda et al. 2010; Toyoda et al. 2017), and by the

vertical resolution of profile data (Toyoda et al. 2017).

These results suggest that the increase in pycnocline

thickness by the spurious diffusion during the aver-

aging process may play an important role in the de-

termination of the MLD. Meanwhile, the increase in

pycnocline thickness in averaged profiles occurs only if

individual density profiles are not uniform within the

spatial and temporal scales of averaging. It is therefore

interesting to investigate the relations between the

MLD bias, the increase in pycnocline thickness, and

the variability of density profiles within the scales of

averaging.

The estimation of MLD differences induced by pyc-

nocline smoothing and subgrid-scale variability of den-

sity profiles is expected to help us compare two MLD

data more accurately. In particular, it enables us to es-

timate how much the MLD bias from the OGCM is due

to the real predictability of theOGCM, and howmuch it

is due to the different characteristics of density profiles

from observation data. It should be mentioned that the

ability of the OGCM to simulate the MLD has been

evaluated so far by simply comparing two MLD data.

For this purpose, we analyze individual, monthly

mean, and climatological profiles over the horizontal

resolution 18 3 18 from both observation data (Argo)

and eddy-resolving ocean general circulation model re-

sults (OFES) in the present work. Here Argo andOFES

data provide the information of the subgrid-scale vari-

ability of the MLD within the grid size 18 3 18. First, we
compare the difference of the MLDs for different

threshold density criteria (Dsu5 0.03, 0.125 kgm23) and

for individual and averaged profiles (section 3a). We

investigate how the MLD bias is related to the increase

in pycnocline thickness (section 3b) and subgrid-scale

variability of density profiles (section 3c). Finally, we

apply the results of analysis to assess the predictability of

the MLD by the OGCM (section 3d). We also consider

the sensitivity of the present results to vertical resolution

and to the density of profile data (section 3e).

2. Data and methods

a. Argo data

The Argo dataset for temperature and salinity profiles

in the upper ocean were analyzed to determine theMLD

in the global ocean (e.g., Argo Science Team 2001). The

Argo Project began in 1998 and since then the number of

Argo floats has increased gradually, and over 100000

units of Argo profile data are produced each year. We

select profiles including valid temperature, salinity, and

pressure at the same time, based on the quality control

flag. We used the data during the period from 2001 to

2014, excluding the initial years with insufficient data.

MLD hwas calculated with density criteriaDsu5 0.03

and 0.125kgm23 from the reference depth z0 5 10m.

The MLDs from individual profiles hi were calculated

first from individual density profiles and then averaged.

Here the averagewas carried out over the grid size 18 3 18
and over a month, and then averaged over years for

a given month. The MLDs from monthly mean profiles

hm and climatological profiles hc were obtained from

averaged monthly and climatological density profiles,

respectively, and hmwas also averaged over years. For the

average, temperature and salinity data from each Argo

profile within a grid cell and within a month were inter-

polated vertically first, and then remapped to grid points

by taking distance-weighted averaging within the radius

of 2.58. Vertical interpolation level spacing was adjusted

to the same as OFES data. The maximum depth of cal-

culation was 1500m. The various depth scales used in the

study are listed in Table 1.

b. OFES data

OFES is based on the Geophysical Fluid Dynam-

ics Laboratory’s Modular Ocean Model, version 3

(MOM3). The domain covers 758S–758N with a hori-

zontal grid spacing of 1/108. The vertical level spacing

increases from 5m near the surface to 330m at the

maximum depth of 6065m, and the number of ver-

tical levels is 54. In the upper 200m, there are 20

levels and the maximum vertical spacing is 15m. A

detailed description of the model formulation is

given by Masumoto et al. (2004). Following a 50-yr

spinup simulation with a monthly mean climatological

forcing, a hindcast simulation from 1950 to 2011

(Sasaki et al. 2008) was conducted by using a daily
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mean surface forcing derived from the NCEP–NCAR

reanalysis.

We used the data from 2001 to 2011, the same period

as the Argo data. Individual profiles from OFES data

represent data at each grid point of the size 1/108 3 1/108
at each month, and averaged profiles represent the av-

eraged one over the 18 3 18 grid.

c. Subgrid-scale variability of density profiles from
Argo and OFES data

Averaging of individual profiles involves not only the

spatial average over the grid size 18 3 18 but also

the temporal average over a month. The variation of

the MLD within a grid and a month can be induced by

smaller-scale motions, such as mesoscale eddies, con-

vection, and internal waves. For example, mesoscale

eddies typically have a horizontal scale of less than 18
and a time scale of less than amonth. Shorter time scales

are expected for smaller-scale motions. The high-

frequency fluctuation of the MLD can also be gener-

ated by a short-term variation in the surface heat flux

(Iwasaka et al. 2006). In the present work, the variability

of density profiles within a grid and within a month will

be referred to as the subgrid-scale variability for

convenience.

OFES data cannot resolve themotion of a length scale

smaller than 1/108 and a time scale of less than a month.

Therefore, the subgrid-scale variability is expected to

be smaller in OFES data than in Argo data. Further-

more, the subgrid-scale variability in climatological data

includes the additional contribution from interannual

variation and is therefore larger than in monthly

mean data.

A comparison of two different MLD data, Argo and

OFES, enables us not only to confirm the general fea-

tures with regard to the effect of the subgrid-scale var-

iability of density profiles on the determination of the

MLD, but also to identify the effect of the different

magnitude of subgrid-scale variability between these

two data.

3. Results

a. Differences between MLDs from different
averaging and threshold density criteria

Figures 1 and 2 compare the distributions of hi and

the MLD bias of averaged profiles Dh—that is,

Dhm(5 hm 2 hi), and Dhc(5 hc 2 hi)—in March and

September obtained with Dsu5 0.03 kgm23 for Argo

and OFES data, respectively. In both cases, averaged

profiles (hm, hc) yield shallower MLD than individual

profiles (hi) in most regions, in agreement with de

Boyer Montégut et al. (2004) and Toyoda et al.

(2017). The larger jDhj also appears in winter, when

h is larger. The largest jDhj appears along the western
boundary currents and the Antarctic Circumpolar

Currents (ACC), and in the Labrador Sea. Along the

western boundary currents, jDhj is larger in the

Northern Hemisphere (Kuroshio, Gulf Stream) than

in the Southern Hemisphere (East Australia Current,

Agulhas Current, Brazil Current), reflecting deeper

MLD and stronger currents.

Figures 1 and 2 also show that jDhj is larger in Argo

data than in OFES data, and in climatological data than

in monthly mean data. It suggests that jDhj may be

related to the subgrid-scale variability of density pro-

files, which is larger in Argo data than in OFES data,

and larger in climatological data than in monthly

mean data.

The seasonal variations of the zonal mean hi, Dhm,
and Dhc of Argo data are shown in Fig. 3 for two dif-

ferent threshold density differences: Dsu 5 0.03 and

0.125 kgm23. The quantity jDhj is smaller in general for

larger Dsu(5 0.125 kgm23). On the other hand, during

early spring in the high-latitude ocean, Dh . 0 appears

for Dsu 5 0.125 kgm23, especially in the Northern

Hemisphere. Similar patterns are found in OFES

data, although jDhj is much smaller (not shown).

To understand the MLD bias, shown in Figs. 1–3, we

can consider schematic views, which illustrate how

pycnocline smoothing affects the determination of the

TABLE 1. List of various depth scales. Indices x and y represents the cases (i,m, c) and (m, c), respectively, and a symbol without an index

represents the general term covering all the cases.

hx MLD (hi 5 average MLD of individual profiles, hy 5 MLD from averaged profiles)

Dhy Difference of MLD between the averaged and individual profile (5 hy 2 hi)

hk MLD based on Dsu 5 0.03 (k 5 1) and 0.125 kgm23 (k 5 2) from averaged profiles.

dx Pycnocline thickness defined by the difference of MLD based on Dsu 5 0.03 and

0.125 kgm23 (di 5 average d of individual profiles, dy 5 d from averaged profiles)

Ddy Difference of d between the averaged and individual profile (5 dy 2 di)

Vhy Standard deviation of MLD of individual profiles within a grid cell and within a month, with Dsu 5 0.03 kgm23

DhOAx Difference of MLD between Argo and OFES data (5 hO 2 hA)

« Prediction error of MLD of the OGCM

h Profile error of MLD of the OGCM
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MLD (Fig. 4). Here thin solid black lines represent indi-

vidual profiles, whose MLD is set to be the same as hi with

Dsu 5 0.03kgm23; thick solid black lines represent aver-

aged profiles obtained by averaging a large number of in-

dividual profiles; and h1 and h2 are the values of h from the

averaged profile with Dsu 5 0.03 and 0.125kgm23, re-

spectively. Accordingly, Dhm is obtained by Dhm 5 h1 2 hi
in the case of monthly mean data. All individual profiles in

Fig. 4 are assumed to have the same profile shape, although

they have different MLDs. Therefore, pycnocline thickness

d, which is defined as the difference of h from Dsu 5 0.03

and 0.125kgm23, is the same for all individual profiles

(5 di). The d of the monthly mean profile, dm(5 h2 2 h1),

becomes larger than di as a result of the spurious diffusion

of a pycnocline by averaging, as shown in Fig. 4.

Figure 4 shows that the MLD becomes shallower

for a diffused pycnocline with larger d when the density

difference across the pycnocline Dsh is sufficiently large

compared to Dsu (Dsh/Dsu � 1), and jDhj becomes

larger for smaller Dsu. It implies that larger jDhj in

climatological data and Argo data (Figs. 1 and 2),

in comparison with monthly mean data and OFES data,

are due to larger d of averaged density profiles. On the

other hand, if Dsh/Dsu is small, then the smoothing of a

pycnocline can produce the positive MLD bias (Fig. 4b,

h2 . hi). This leads to the appearances of positive Dh
during early spring in the high-latitude ocean (Fig. 3b),

in which a weak stratification starts to appear within the

deep mixed layer produced during the previous winter.

b. Relation between MLD bias and the increase in
pycnocline thickness

To confirm the argument that the increase in d by the

averaging of density profiles induces Dh, we investigate

FIG. 1. Distributions of (top) hi, (middle) Dhm(5 hm 2 hi), and (bottom) Dhc(5 hc 2 hi) from Argo data (Dsu 5 0.03 kgm23): (a) March

and (b) September.
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the relation between them. For this purpose we cal-

culate the increase in d by the averaging of density

profiles Dd, that is, Ddm 5 dm 2 di, where di and dm are

the values d from individual and averaged profiles,

respectively (Fig. 4). Note that d of the averaged

profile includes the contribution from the pycnocline

thickness of individual profiles and the contribution

from averaging. Therefore, Dd is supposed to extract

only the contribution from averaging.

Figure 5 compares the distributions of Ddm(5 dm2 di)

from Argo and OFES data. Distributions of Ddm
generally show similar patterns to those of Dhm, as
shown in Figs. 1 and 2, and the largest values appear

along the western boundary currents, along the ACC,

and in the Labrador Sea. Contrary to the distributions

of Dhm however, negative values of Ddm appear dur-

ing winter in these regions. The reason for the ap-

pearance of negative values of Ddm will be discussed

in the next section. Distributions of Ddm from OFES

data show similar patterns to those fromArgo data, but

their magnitudes are much smaller, as expected from

smaller Dhm (Fig. 2). Similar patterns are obtained in

the distribution of Ddc(5 dc 2 di), where dc is d from

climatological profiles, but the magnitude is larger

(not shown).

Since pycnocline smoothing is generated by the

variance of individual density profiles within the aver-

aging spatial and temporal scales, we also investigate

the standard deviation of h of individual profiles with

Dsu5 0.03 kgm23 within a grid cell and within a month

Vhm. The distributions of Vhm show similar patterns

to those of Dhm and Ddm (Fig. 6). However, negative

values during winter do not appear in the high-latitude

ocean, as expected from the definition of Vhm. Note

that the regions with large values of Ddm and Vhm cor-

respond to the regions with strong eddy kinetic energy

FIG. 2. As in Fig. 1, but from OFES data.
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(EKE) (e.g., the western boundary currents and the

ACC), or the regions with deep convection (e.g., the

Labrador Sea). It implies that strong EKE and con-

vection can induce the large subgrid-scale variability

of the MLD.

Figures 7 and 8 show scatterplots Dhm versus Ddm
and Dhm versus Vhm, respectively, where Dhm is from

Dsu 5 0.03 kgm23. Here different colors are used for

different latitudes and in the high-latitude ocean1 of

308 , f , 658 different colors are also used for dif-

ferent seasons, because Dsh/Dsu becomes small in

winter (see Fig. 4). Analysis is limited to the latitude

f5 658 in order to avoid the coastal region ofAntarctica, in

which calculations of h and d are affected by topography. A

reasonable correlation is found between Dhm and Ddm
for both Argo and OFES data except during winter in

the high-latitude ocean. Coefficients of correlation and

linear regression are listed in Table 2, including the cases

of Dhc. The slopes a of the regression line for Dh versus

Dd—that is, Dh 52aDd 2 b—do not show much vari-

ance, albeit slightly smaller in OFES data (0.64 ,
a , 0.76). On the other hand, the y intercept b varies

widely with larger values for Argo data and for clima-

tological data, which have larger subgrid-scale variabil-

ity of density profiles. Remarkably, a in the regression

line for Dh versus Vh varies in the same way as b in the

regression line forDh versusDd; that is,a tends to be larger

for Argo data and climatological data. The mechanism

leading to these variations will be discussed in the next

section. Finally, it should be mentioned that the level of

data scattering shown in Figs. 7 and 8 are comparable to

FIG. 3. Seasonal variations of zonally averaged (left) hi, (middle) Dhm(5 hm 2 hi), and (right) Dhc(5 hc 2 hi) from Argo data:

Dsu 5 (a) 0.03 and (b) 0.125 kg m23.

1We call the oceanwith 308 ,f, 658 the high-latitude ocean for
convenience in the present paper, although it also includes the

midlatitude ocean in the conventional sense.
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those in other analyses dealing with the scaling of MLD

data (see, e.g., Holte and Talley 2009; Yoshikawa 2015;

Lee et al. 2015).

c. Relation between MLD bias and subgrid-scale
variability of density profiles

The probability distributions of h and d from indi-

vidual density profiles of Argo and OFES data within

a grid at various locations during winter (March), such

as the equatorial ocean, inside and outside of the

western boundary current, and the high-latitude ocean,

show that there exists a large subgrid-scale variability of

h and d (Fig. 9). The large variance of h is found espe-

cially in the western boundary current region and in the

high-latitude ocean (Figs. 9b and 9d), as expected from

Fig. 6. Furthermore, it is found that the large variance

of h is also accompanied by the large variance of d. The

variances of h and d are indeed smaller in OFES data,

as expected from Fig. 6. Very small variances of h

and d are observed in all regions during summer

(September) (not shown).

To understand how the characteristics of individual

density profiles affect the relation between Dh and Dd,
we consider three different groups of individual profiles,

which are made with uniform d and large Dsh/Dsu

(case A, Fig. 4a), with uniform d and small Dsh/Dsu

(case B, Fig. 4b), and with nonuniform d and large

Dsh/Dsu (case C, Fig. 10). Here the cases with large

and small Dsh/Dsu correspond to h2 , hi and h2 . hi,

respectively (Fig. 4).

Figure 4 illustrates that 2Dhm . Ddm in case A and

that2Dhm,Ddm in case B (note thatDhm5 h12 hi and

dm5 h22 h1 in monthly mean data). This illustrates that

Dsh/Dsu is an important factor in determining Dhm/Ddm
and thus a in Table 2a. One important feature of the

cases with uniform d is that Dhm 5 Ddm 5 0 if all indi-

vidual profiles have the same h (Vhm 5 0), and thus

resulting in b 5 0 if the relation between Dhm and Ddm
is linear.

For the case of individual profiles with nonuniform d,

the simplest case is considered, in which one profile with

very large d(5 d*) replaces one of the individual profiles

with uniform d(5 d i0) in case A (di0� d*) (Fig. 10). The

MLDof the new profile is set to keep hi, hm, dm, andVhm
the same as in Fig. 4a. As a result, in case C,Dhm remains

the same as in case A but di becomes much larger be-

cause di{5[(N 2 1)di0 1 d*]/N} � di0, where N is the

number of individual profiles. It illustrates that, when

FIG. 4. Schematic views of the determination of MLD depending on the conditions of the pycnocline. Shown are

individual profiles with uniform d, whose MLD is set to be the same as hi (thin solid lines); and averaged profiles

from 10 individual profiles (thick solid lines). The quantity Dsh is the density jump across the pycnocline; h1 and h2
represent the h from the averaged profile, based on small and largeDsu,Dsu1 andDsu2, respectively. For the case of

monthlymean data,Dhm(5 h12 hi) and dm(5 h22 h1): (a) largeDsh/Dsu (h2/hi, 1), (b) smallDsh/Dsu (h2/hi. 1).
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d of individual profiles is not uniform, Ddm can go to

zero, although Dhm maintains a large value, and thus

resulting in b. 0 in the relationDhm52aDdm2 b. The

variance of d can even produce a case with Dd , 0, as

observed in Fig. 5.

The abovementioned argument on the influence of

the ratio Dsh/Dsu and the subgrid-scale variance of d on

Dh explains clearly the variations of a and b in Fig. 7 and

Table 2a. The fact that a has similar values (a ’ 0.7) in

all cases suggests that it is mainly determined by the

distributions ofDsh/Dsu in the global ocean and that it is

insensitive to the subgrid-scale variability of d. On the

other hand, b increases with the subgrid-scale variability

of d, that is, larger for Argo data than for OFES data,

and larger for climatological data than for monthly

mean data.

The fact that a of the regression line for Dh versus Vh

follows the same pattern of variation as b of the re-

gression line forDh versusDd (Table 2) also confirms the

role of subgrid-scale variability of d of individual pro-

files. In other words, even if Vh is the same, the larger

subgrid-scale variability of d in Argo data (e.g., Fig. 10)

produces the averagedprofilewithmore diffused pycnocline

than in OFES data and thus making jDhj larger.
d. Comparison of MLD from Argo and OFES data

We have found that the determination of MLD is

affected by pycnocline smoothing and the subgrid-scale

variability of density profiles. It convinces us that it is

necessary to consider these effects when two MLDs

from different sources are compared, especially when

OGCM results are evaluated by the comparison with

observation data.

Figure 11 shows the seasonal variation of the zonal

mean MLD difference between OFES and Argo data

(OFES2Argo) DhOA(5 hO2 hA) in the cases of hi, hm,

and hc with Dsu 5 0.03 and 0.125 kgm23, that is, DhOAi,

DhOAm, and DhOAc, respectively. In general, it shows

DhOA . 0 during winter, and DhOA , 0 in other seasons

and along the equator. Meanwhile, jDhOAij tends to be

larger for larger Dsu, and DhOA becomes more positive

in DhOAm and DhOAc than in DhOAi.

We can represent the difference of the MLD between

two data DhOA in terms of the sum of prediction error

« and profile error h, that is, DhOA 5 h 1 «. Here h is

induced by different profile characteristics, such as pyc-

nocline smoothing and the subgrid-scale variability of

density profiles, as discussed in previous sections. We

should also mention that h here does not include instru-

mental error, which is not the subject of the present work.

The analysis in section 3c, based on Figs. 7–9 and Table 2,

suggests that if two density profile data represent the same

real MLD distribution («5 0m) but have different profile

shapes, such as individual and monthly mean profile data,

then the difference of the calculated MLD between these

two data Dh can be estimated by DhOA5 h52aDd2 b.

FIG. 5. Distributions of Ddm for (left) March and (right) September: (a) Argo, (b) OFES.
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Similarly, if OFES reproduces the MLD of Argo data

without error (« = 0), but with different density profiles

shapes (h 6¼ 0), then the difference of hi between these

two dataDhOAi(5 hOi2 hAi) withDsu5 0.03 kgm23 can

be estimated by h 5 2aDdOAi with DdOAi 5 dOi 2 dAi.

Here we can assume a 5 0.7, based on Table 2a, and

b 5 0, because there exists no error associated with

subgrid-scale variability here. Then the difference of

FIG. 6. As in Fig. 5, but for Vhm.

FIG. 7. Scatterplots for Dhm vs Ddm, where Dhm is calculated with Dsu5 0.03 kg m23—red: f, 108; orange: 108 , f, 308; green:
308 , f, 658 in the summer hemisphere; blue: 308 , f, 658 in the winter hemisphere; solid lines: the linear regression without

the blue data (Table 2)— (a) Argo, (b) OFES.
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hm betweenArgo andOFES data DhOAm(5 hOm2 hAm)

can be expressed ash52a(dOm2 dAm)2 (bOm2bAm).

by using the relation Dhm 5 2aDdm 2 b , where

dOm (dAm) and bOm (bAm) are the values of d and b,

respectively, in the monthly mean OFES(Argo) data

(Table 2); DhOAc(5 hOc 2 hAc) is obtained in the

same way.

Figure 12 shows the variations of the zonal mean

values of DhOA, «, and h in the cases of hi, hm, and hc
with Dsu 5 0.03 kgm23. The variations of h during

winter in the high-latitude ocean (f. 308) are shown by
dashed lines because of large uncertainty regarding h in

this region (Fig. 7) and are not considered in the fol-

lowing analysis. It is found that h contributes to DhOA

significantly, although it is much smaller than « during

winter. Analysis on « and h is carried out, focusing

on four cases: equatorial ocean (EQ; 58S , f , 58N,

March, September), Southern Ocean summer (SO;

608S , f , 508S, March), midlatitude ocean winter

(MW; 208N , f , 308N, March; 308S , f , 208S,
September), and midlatitude ocean summer (MS;

208N , f , 308N, September; 308S , f , 208S,
March) (Table 3).

The distribution of h in the case of hi indicates that

the simulation underestimates the pycnocline thickness

in EQ and SO, and overestimates it in MW, since

h52a(dOi 2 dAi). It is also found that DhOAi has the

opposite sign of h in all these regions, which implies

that the magnitude of «(5 DhOA 2 h) is actually

larger than jDhOAij in these regions. On the other

hand, h is negligible in MS and therefore DhOAi , 0 in

this region really represents prediction error («, 0).

TABLE 2. Coefficients of linear regression (a5 slope, b5 y-intercept) and correlation (r) of the data excluding the high-latitude ocean

(f. 308) winter togetherwith r of the data from the high-latitude ocean (f. 308) winter: (a)Dh vsDd; (b)Dh vsVh, whereDh is calculated
with Dsu 5 0.03 kgm23.

All data except f . 308 (winter) f . 308 (winter)

r 2a 2b r

(a) Dh vs Dd
Argo Monthly mean 20.71 20.71 25.11 20.29

Climatology 20.67 20.76 29.46 20.43

OFES Monthly mean 20.68 20.66 20.76 20.41

Climatology 20.68 20.64 24.25 20.64

(b) Dh vs Vh

Argo Monthly mean 20.76 20.50 21.56 20.64

Climatology 20.80 20.64 21.96 20.71

OFES Monthly mean 20.54 20.37 0.24 20.36

Climatology 20.82 20.57 0.25 20.49

FIG. 8. As in Fig. 7, but vs Vhm.
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FIG. 9. Probability distributions of MLD and d (inset) at various locations in March for (left) Argo and

(right) OFES with Dsu 5 0.03 (black) and 0.125 kgm23 (gray): (a) 08N, 1508W; (b) 338N, 1458E; (c) 368N,

1408W; (d) 628N, 288W.
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A too deep MLD during winter, especially in the

western boundary current regions (Griffies et al. 2009),

as observed in many OGCMs, is possibly related to

the performance of the convective scheme used in the

OGCM. A too shallow MLD during summer in the

Southern Ocean, which is also reported in many

OGCMs, (Li et al. 2001; Kara et al. 2003; Gnanadesikan

et al. 2006; Noh and Lee 2008; Belcher et al. 2012;

Schiller and Ridgway 2013; Noh et al. 2016), may be due

to the neglect of the contribution of Langmuir circula-

tion in the ocean mixed layer model (Belcher et al. 2012;

Noh et al. 2016). The negative « along the equator

may reflect too strong equatorial upwelling, which is

common in most OGCMs (e.g., Stockdale et al. 1998;

Noh et al. 2005).

On the other hand, h becomes more positive in all

latitudinal zones in the cases of hm and hc. It is because

the larger subgrid-scale variability of Argo data than OFES

data makes (dOm 2 dOi) , (dAm 2 dAi) and bOm , bAm,

and thus making h larger than in the case of hi, that

is, 2a(dOm 2 dAm) 2 (bOm 2 bAm) . 2a(dOi 2 dAi).

Consequently, the positive DhOA in MS is an artificial

one caused by profile error rather than reflecting pre-

diction error. The profile error also helps decrease the

negative DhOA in EQ and SO. On the other hand, the

positive h increases the positive DhOA in MW. It is

important to notice that the distributions of « remain

largely unchanged in all three cases (hi, hm, and hc),

as shown in Fig. 12 and Table 3. It confirms the validity

of the present method of estimating profile error,

considering the fact that « should not be affected by

profile error.

Taking advantage of « obtained from the above-

mentioned analysis, we can estimate how h varies with

the threshold density difference from the relation

DhOA 5 « 1 h. Figure 13 shows how DhOA varies with

Dsu together with «, from which h can be estimated by

DhOA 2 «. The magnitude of h tends to decrease with

Dsu for averaged profiles (hm, hc) and reaches the

minimum at Dsu 5 0.125 kgm23, except in MW. On

the other hand, the smallest magnitude of h is ob-

tained at smaller values of Dsu for hi, for example,

Dsu 5 0.05 kgm23 in EQ, Dsu 5 0.1 kgm23 in SO, and

Dsu 5 0.075kgm23 in MW. It is consistent with the fact

that the smaller and larger threshold density difference

criteria are used for the definitions of the MLD

from individual and averaged profiles, respectively

(e.g., Monterey and Levitus 1997; Kara et al. 2003; de

Boyer Montégut et al. 2004).

e. Sensitivity to vertical resolution and density of
profile data

In the present paper, we focused on the effect of

pycnocline smoothing and subgrid-scale variability of

density profiles on the determination of the MLD.

However, the determination of the MLD can also be

influenced by many other factors, for example, the

spatial and temporal scales of averaging, the vertical

resolution of profiles, the methodology of calculating

MLD, and the threshold density difference criterion.

Therefore, one needs to consider these effects as well for

the comparison of two MLD data. We should mention,

however, that contrary to the effects of pycnocline

smoothing and subgrid-scale variability of density

profiles considered in the present work, the above-

mentioned effects can be avoided by applying the same

method to both profile data, as long as profile data are

available. Nevertheless, we may need to know how the

analysis results discussed in previous sections are af-

fected by these other effects. Considering the effects of

FIG. 10. Schematic view of the determination ofMLDdepending

on the conditions of the pycnocline, as in Fig. 4a, when values of

d of individual profiles are not uniform. One thin solid line repre-

sents one of many individual profiles with the same d (5di0), whose

MLD is set to be the same as hi, and another thin solid line rep-

resents one profile with very large d (5d*) (d* � di0). Here one

profile with d* replaces one of the individual profiles with di0 in

Fig. 4a, whose MLD is the largest. TheMLD of this profile is set to

keep hi, hm, dm, and Vhm the same as in Fig. 4a. Thick solid line

represents averaged profile from nine individual profiles with di0
and one profile with d*.
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every factor is beyond the scope of this paper, and here

we consider only the effects of vertical resolution and

the density of profile data. It is not difficult to expect

larger subgrid-scale variability for larger spatial and

temporal scales of averaging.

Toyoda et al. (2017) showed that insufficient resolu-

tion can cause the underestimation of the MLD owing

to linear interpolation. Similarly, we investigate the

effect of the vertical resolution of profile data by com-

paring the MLD between the present results based on

the grid spacing of OFES and the constant grid spacing

Dz 5 10, 20, and 50m for two different density criteria

(Dsu 5 0.03 and 0.125 kgm23) in the case of Argo

monthly mean profile data. The grid spacing of OFES

increases from 5 to 15m up to z 5 200m and increases

up to 330m at deeper depths. The average vertical

spacing of individual Argo profiles is similar to the grid

spacing of OFES up to z 5 200m, but the spacing

becomes smaller than in OFES with increasing depth

thereafter. Distributions of the zonally averaged

difference of hm based on the OFES vertical spacing

and the constant grid spacing are shown in Fig. 14.

The MLD difference from the present results is negli-

gible when Dz 5 10m, except during winter in the

high-latitude ocean (f . 308) in which h . 200m and

Dz of OFES is much larger than 10m. The MLD dif-

ference increases with decreasing vertical resolution in

general, but it becomes smaller during winter in the

high-latitude ocean (f . 308), reflecting that Dz 5 50m

becomes closer to Dz of OFES at h . 200m. Different

grid spacing also modifies the values of a and b in the

regression line for Dh versus Dd (Table 4). Terms a and

r tend to decrease, and b tends to increase with the

grid spacing, suggesting the underestimation of theMLD

and more scattered data under the lower resolution.

Nonetheless, the effects of pycnocline smoothing and

FIG. 11. Seasonal variations of zonally averaged MLD difference between the Argo and OFES data (OFES 2 Argo), (left) DhOAi,

(middle) DhOAm, and (right) DhOAc: Dsu 5 (a) 0.03 and (b) 0.125 kgm23.
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subgrid-scale variability of density profiles on the de-

termination of the MLD, discussed in previous sections,

still remain valid.

Figure 15 shows the interannual variations of Dhm,
Ddm, and the density of Argo profiles in different

latitudinal zones. The density of Argo profiles continues

to increase with years, but Dhm and Ddm do not show

any significant interannual variation. It suggests that pyc-

nocline smoothing and subgrid-scale variability of density

profiles are not affected by the density of Argo profiles.

TABLE 3. Estimations of DhOA, h, and « based on Dsu 5 0.03 kgm23 in various zonal regions, which are defined in the text.

hi hm hc

DhOA h « DhOA h « DhOA h «

EQ 23.13 2.90 26.02 2.23 7.56 25.32 2.88 7.87 24.98

SO 228.55 4.53 233.09 222.99 12.21 235.19 219.71 13.72 233.47

MW 10.52 25.35 15.87 21.31 3.11 18.21 17.76 0.23 17.54

MS 22.32 0.49 22.81 3.15 6.54 23.39 4.28 7.70 23.43

FIG. 12. Distribution of zonally averaged DhOA (black), h (red), and « (blue) based on Dsu 5 0.03 kgm23 for (top) hi, (middle) hm, and

(bottom) hc [here lines in the winter hemisphere in the high-latitude oceans (f. 308N and 308S) are shown by dotted lines, indicating the

large error in this region): (a) March, (b) September.
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4. Conclusions

The present paper investigates how pycnocline

smoothing and subgrid-scale variability of density pro-

files influence the determination of MLD with an aim to

evaluate the ability of the OGCM to simulate the MLD

more accurately. For this purpose, we compare MLDs

with the horizontal resolution 18 3 18 in the global

ocean, which are obtained from individual, monthly

mean, and climatological profiles, with two different

threshold criteria (Dsu 5 0.03 and 0.125 kgm23) using

Argo and OFES data. The variability among individual

profiles before averaging is both spatial and temporal,

and it is referred to as the subgrid-scale variability in

the paper.

The MLDs from averaged profiles are found to be

smaller than those from individual profiles in general,

and the largest MLD bias appears during winter along

the western boundary currents and the ACC, in which

EKE is large, and in the Labrador Sea, in which deep

convection occurs. The MLD bias of averaged profiles

Dh is explained by the spurious diffusion of the pycno-

cline induced by the averaging process. Therefore, jDhj
becomes larger for climatological data and for Argo

data, which have the larger subgrid-scale variability of

density profiles. Use of the large threshold density

difference criterion (Dsu 5 0.125 kgm23) makes jDhj
smaller, and even produces Dh . 0, when the density

difference across the pycnocline (Dsh) is very small.

To clarify the reason for Dh, we investigate the re-

lation between the Dh and Dd, where Dd is the increase

of the pycnocline thickness of averaged profiles and d is

obtained by the difference of h from Dsu 5 0.03 and

0.125kgm23. A correlation is found between Dh and Dd,
except during winter in the high-latitude ocean (f. 308),
and the regression line is obtained as Dh 5 2aDd 2 b,

when h is calculated using Dd 5 0.03kgm23. Here a is

estimated to be a ’ 0.7 in all cases, but b is found to

increase with the subgrid-scale variability of d, that is,

larger for Argo data and for climatological data (Table

2a). A correlation is also found between Dh and the

standard deviation of h of individual profiles within a grid

and a month, Vh.

Finally, the relation between Dh and Dd is applied

to assess the predictability of OFES. Accordingly,

the difference in the MLD between Argo and OFES

data DhOA(5 hO 2 hA) can be represented as the sum

of prediction error « and profile error h—that is,

DhOA 5 « 1 h, where h is estimated by h 5 2aDdOA

with DdOA 5 dO 2 dA for the comparison of indi-

vidual profiles with no subgrid-scale variability, and

FIG. 13. Variations of DhOA (left y axes) and h(5DhOA2 «) (right y axes) with different threshold density criteria (Dsu 5 0.03, 0.05, 0.75,

0.1, and 0.125 kgm23)—circles: DhOAi; squares: DhOAm; triangles: DhOAc; and « (solid horizontal lines) in various zonal regions—(a) EQ,

(b) SO, (c) MW, (d) MS.
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h 5 2a(dO 2 dA) 2 (bO 2 bA) for the comparison of

averaged profiles—using the coefficients obtained

from the analysis (Table 2a).

It is found that when Dsu 5 0.03kgm23, DhOAi . 0 dur-

ing winter in the midlatitude ocean, and DhOAi , 0 during

summer in the Southern Ocean and along the equator.

They indeed reflect the problem of the predictability of

the OGCM and that the real prediction error is actually

larger, because « and h are of opposite sign. On the other

hand, DhOAm . 0 and DhOAc . 0 during summer in the

midlatitude ocean are artificial features due to profile

error rather than reflecting prediction error. It is due to

the fact that h becomes more positive in all latitudinal

zones in the cases of hm and hc, because subgrid-scale

variability is smaller in OFES. The fact that the distri-

bution of « remains largely unchanged in all cases of Dh
confirms the validity of the present method of calculat-

ing profile error. Analysis with differentDsu reveals that

the overall minimum magnitude of h is obtained with

Dsu 5 0.125kgm23 for averaged profiles and with

smaller Dsu for individual profiles.

We hope that the present paper will help the analysis

of MLD data, the development of the OGCM, and the

understanding of the upper-ocean process in the

following ways.

First, we have shown for the first time howmuch of the

MLD bias from the OGCM is due to « and how much is

due to h. The ability of theOGCM to simulate theMLD

has so far always been evaluated by simply comparing

two MLD data without considering h. This study also

enables one to estimate how h varies with the threshold

density difference criterion Dsu, thus providing in-

formation on the optimumDsu. Althoughwe carried out

analysis for one particular OGCM (OFES), the various

cases of theMLDbias discussed in the paper are common

TABLE 4. Coefficients of linear regression and correlation of the

data excluding the high-latitudeocean (f. 308)winter togetherwith
r of the data from the high-latitude ocean (f . 308) winter from the

Argo data analysis with constant vertical grid spacing (Dz 5 10, 20,

50m) for Dh vs Dd, where Dh is calculated with Dsu 5 0.03 kgm23.

All data except f . 308
(winter)

f . 308
(winter)

Dz (m) r 2a 2b r

Monthly mean 10 20.70 20.67 25.29 0.1

20 20.66 20.60 27.41 20.13

50 20.53 20.50 215.22 20.28

Climatology 10 20.67 20.75 29.61 20.11

20 20.67 20.72 211.30 20.26

50 20.64 20.65 218.28 20.34

FIG. 14. Distributions of the zonal averaged difference of hm based on the OFES vertical spacing and the constant vertical spacing from

Argo data—green: Dz 5 10m; blue: Dz 5 20m; and red: Dz 5 50m for (left) March and (right) September—Dsu 5 (a) 0.03 and

(b) 0.125 kgm23.
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FIG. 15. Variations of (a) Dhm (Dsu 5 0.03 kgm23), (b) Ddm, and (c) the average number of

Argo profiles within a grid with years in various zonal regions; EQ (black), SO (red), MW

(blue), and MS (green).
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features in most OGCMs, as discussed in section 3d, and

therefore the present analysis can be applied to most

other OGCMs as well.

Second, the methodology introduced in the paper can

be applied to evaluate the ability of any other OGCM to

simulate the MLD by comparing with Argo data. The

new method, in which profile error is considered, should

bemore accurate than a simple comparison of twoMLD

data. For this purpose, one can estimate coefficients

in the formula h 5 2a(dOm 2 dAm) 2 (bOm 2 bAm) by

analyzing pycnocline smoothing and subgrid-scale

variability of density profiles in Argo data and OGCM

results.

Finally, the present paper clarified how pycnocline

smoothing and subgrid-scale variability of density pro-

files affect the determination of the MLD. It illustrates

that the effect of subgrid-scale variability of density

profiles must be considered for the comparison of

two MLD data and that the simple comparison of

MLD without considering its effect can lead to mis-

interpretation. Especially, large profile error is expected

when monthly mean or climatological MLD data from

the non-eddy-resolving OGCM are compared with

Argo data, because there is no subgrid-scale variability

from these OGCM results.
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